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Abstract

The Texcal lava flow is located to the
south of the Sierra Chichinautzin Volcanic Field, near the City of Cuernavaca.
With 24 km in length, it is the longest
lava flow known in the entire field. Recent work by Siebe et al. (2004) showed
that it originates from the Guespalapa
group of volcanic cones, and dated the
lava flow at between 2,835±75 and
4,690±90 y.b.P. They conclude that the
Texcal lava flow is A’a and must have
been emplaced at a very high effusion
rate to have reached such a length with
a low total volume.
Recent field work has demonstrated
that the entire lava flow is actually tubeemplaced pahoehoe lava, as evidenced
by surface structures such as ropy lava,
hornitos, tumuli and lava-rise structures. Field work has also resulted in
the discovery, exploration and survey
of 5 lava-tube caves, known in a downflow direction as Cueva Grande, Cueva
Pelona, Cueva Redonda, Cueva de la
Herradura and Cueva del Naranjo Rojo,
for a total of nearly 3 kilometers of lava
tubes mapped in this flow. The first three
caves (Grande, Pelona and Redonda) are
basically sections of a large, multilevel
master tube over 10 meters wide and 20
meters high, with evidence of continuous and sustained activity which caused
thermal and/or mechanical erosion of
the underlying lithology, made up of
volcaniclastic agglomerates belonging
to the Cuernavaca Formation, which can
be seen in at least one section of Cueva
Pelona behind a collapsed lava lining.
Cueva Grande contains a section with
numerous tubular stalactites and drip
stalagmites of segregates and several
curling A’a levees. The lowermost caves
(Herradura and Naranjo Rojo), in reduced slopes, also contain a master tube
of similar dimensions, but are further
complicated by the presence of upper
level braided side passages which mark
the originally emplaced lava tubes, one
of which pirated the lava from the others

as it eroded a canyon tube downwards.
The superposed levels on the master tube
represent growth of successive crusts as
the lava level gradually lowered.
These finds lead us to believe that the
Texcal lava flow was emplaced at low to
moderate effusion rates, which favored
the formation of a large master lava tube
which fed the entire lava field. As has
been well documented previously, lava
tubes isolate the lava from the air and
prevent cooling of the flow, favoring
the development of very long lava flows
with relatively low total volumes. Risk
assessment for the cities of Cuernavaca
and México, which could easily be affected in case of renewed activity at the
Sierra Chichinautzin, should take this
into account, since lava tube emplacement has not been considered by most
authors who have studied this volcanic
field before.

Introduction: The Sierra
Chichinautzin Volcanic Field

The Sierra Chichinautzin Volcanic Field
(SCVF) is a volcanic highland elongated
in an E-W direction (Figure 1), extending
from the flanks of the Sierra Nevada,
including Popocatepetl stratovolcano
(presently active) in the east to the flanks
of Xinantecatl (Nevado Toluca) stratovolcano in the west, in the central portion of the Transmexican Volcanic Belt
(Martin del Pozzo, 1982).

This volcanic field is made up by
over 220 scoria cones and associated
block, A’a or pahoehoe lava flows.
SCVF forms the continental drainage
divide that separates the closed basin of
México, which artificially drains to the
north, from the valleys of Cuernavaca
and Cuautla which drain south, and from
the Lerma River basin which flows west.
According to Fries (1966), the Basin of
México drained to the south before the
Pleistocene. Since then, formation of
the SCVF sealed the basin to the south
(Mooser, 1963).
Lava flows in the SCVF vary considerably in their morphology. Most are
compound andesite or basaltic andesite
A’a flows, some of the thicker blocky
lava flows are dacitic and a few are basaltic tube-fed pahoehoe flows. Lavas
belong to the calc-alkaline suit, and are
genetically linked to the subduction
of the Cocos plate (Martin del Pozzo,
1982). The tephra cones, lava shields,
associated lava flows, tephra sequences
and intercalated alluvial sediments that
make up the Sierra Chichinautzin cover
an area of approximately 2,500 km2
(Bloomfield, 1975; Martin del Pozzo,
1982; Lugo-Hubp, 1984). Paleomagnetic measurements indicate that most
exposed rocks were produced during the
normal Brunhes Chron and are therefore
younger than 0.73-0.79 Ma (Urrutia and
Martin del Pozzo, 1993), which is not

Figure 1. Location map of the Sierra Chichinautzin, showing the tectonic setting.
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surprising in view of the very young
morphological features of most tephra
cones and lava flows.
Recent studies by Siebe (2000) and
Siebe et al. (2004, 2005) have published
dates for some of the youngest volcanoes
in the SCVF, several of which were
emplaced at least partially by lava tubes:
Teuhtli (>14,000 years B.P.), Pelado
(9,620±160 to 10,900±280 years B.P.),
Guespalapa (2,835±75 to 4,690±90 years
B.P.), Chichinautzin (1,835±55 years
B.P.), and Xitle (1,670±35 years B.P.).
Other undated volcanoes whose lava
flows were tube-emplaced, and which
are morphologically very young include
Yololica and Suchiooc. These and other
previously published dates imply a recurrence interval during the Holocene for
monogenetic eruptions in the SCVF of
<1,250 years (Siebe et al., 2005).

Guespalapa Volcano
and the Texcal lava flow

Guespalapa volcano (3,270 m.a.s.l.) is
a group of four small (80-150 m high)
overlapping cinder cones, known locally
as El Caballito, El Palomito, Manteca
and El Hoyo (from West to East), located
just south of the drainage divide. The first
three are obviously contemporaneous,
but El Hoyo is probably the remnant of
an older volcano. Lava issued from the
southeast side of El Caballito and from
a subsidiary vent to the southeast of
Manteca, producing the Texcal basalt
lava flow, first mentioned by Ordoñez
(1937), which is the most extensive lava
flow in the SCVF with 24 km in length
(Figure 2). It traveled south far into the
Cuernavaca plain, where it stands out
due to its relative lack of vegetation

(Texcal means “badland” in Náhuatl).
Siebe et al. (2004) conclude that this
very long lava flow, which they consider
to be A’a, must have necessarily been
emplaced by a high-effusion rate eruption, and do not consider that tube-fed
pahoehoe flows can reach very far in
low to moderate-effusion rates (Peterson
et al., 1994).
Nevertheless, recent field work has
uncovered five large lava tube caves,
suggesting that the lava flow is mostly
tube-fed pahoehoe. Near the vent area,
hornitos or rootless vents produced short
lava flows which also developed small
tubes.

Los Cuescomates hornitos

These rootless vents developed when
the Guespalapa lava flow encountered a
flat area, called “Llano de los Conejos”,

Figure 2. Image of the southern slopes of the Sierra Chichinautzin, with the location of the caves known along the upper slopes of the
Texcal laval flow.
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Figure 3. Plan of Cuescomates (Group 1).

just north of the Tres Cumbres volcanic
edifice. Thick ash and soil deposits,
probably saturated with water, fill this
ponded area and probably were in part
responsible for the formation of the
hornitos. In Nahuatl, Cuescomate means
conical gourd or container.
Group 1 consists of 8 different rootless vents aligned along a single ENEWSW fracture (Figure 3). Four of them
created small scoria cones, while the
other four built spatter cones in which
individual spatter blobs can be identified.
The three middle vents have verticalwalled craters which can be entered with

caving equipment and are connected
through very tight fissures. Accreted
lava lining covers the inner reaches of
these rootless vents.
Small lava flows, issued by this group
of “hornitos”, formed several small lava
tubes located to the NW and SE of the
central vents. The area must have been
covered by pine trees similar to the ones
growing there today, as evidenced by
several lava tree molds, up to 5 meters long, preserved to the east of the
cones.
Group 2 is a group of 5 vents, three
of which are tephra cones and the other

Figure 4. Plan of Cuescomates (Groups 2 & 3).

two spatter cones (Figure 4). Only one
of the vents, the easternmost, has a
vertical-walled crater, which is connected through a tight fissure with a
small hole on the northern base of the
cone. A lava lining covers most of the
inner walls of this vent, which is also
lined with a large inner levee marking a
former lava level inside the crater. Since
this small cone is used as a quarry, its
structure made of scoria fragments is
easily seen. Lavas issued from this cone
to the south generated well formed leveebounded channels, and growth of the
levees formed small caves. A collapsed
cave to the north is used as an animal
enclosure (“Potrero”).
Less than 100 meters away is Group 3,
which includes the largest of these small
“hornitos” (Figure 4). El Cuescomate
Mayor is 20 meters high and almost
entirely made up of spatter (Figure 5).
The crater is easily enterable, and still
preserves part of a lava lining. At its
southern base, a very interesting ventchannel structure is found, from which
several different small lava flows were
emitted, developing small lava tubes.
One of them contains Cueva de la Laguna, with 62 meters of small passage and
a little lake which gave it its name.
Further west, three other small vents
produced small lava flows but no tephra
or spatter, and are only recognizable by
surface flow structures and the presence
of small lava tubes. One of the vents has
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a crater about 15 centimeters wide but
at least 3 meters deep, as sounded with
a stick that didn’t reach the bottom.

Lava tubes

Figure 5. Los Cuescomates rootless vents are dwarfed by the surrounding 20 meters tall
pine trees. Cuescomate Mayor is the one on the right.

Figure 6. Map of Cueva Grande, a large master tube over 20 meters wide and high.

Figure 7. Lava drip stalagmites in Cueva
Grande covering almost the entire floor of
the passage.

Figure 8. Curling A’a levees on the walls
of the deeper passages in Cueva Grande.

Field work has resulted in the discovery,
exploration and survey of 5 lava-tube
caves, known in a downflow direction
as Cueva Grande, Cueva Pelona, Cueva
Redonda, Cueva de la Herradura and
Cueva del Naranjo Rojo (Figure 2), for
a total of nearly 3 kilometers of lava
tubes mapped in this flow.
Cueva Grande: The entrance to this
cave is located at the bottom of a surface
depression about 4 kilometers from the
vent, and just above the break in slope
that marks the beginning of the steep descent towards the valley of Cuernavaca.
It gives access to a huge tunnel (Figure 6)
over 15 meters wide and high, with the
floor covered in either breakdown blocks
or huge, broken A’a levees or linings.
After a hundred meters, the walls and
floor, including many of the breakdown
blocks, are covered by abundant drip
stalagmites (Figure 7), while several
tubular stalactites decorate the ceiling,
proving that most of the collapse happened right after activity declined, the
tube had emptied, and crystallization of
the lava was producing the segregates
that constitute the decorations (Allred
& Allred, 1988a, 1988b). Further ahead
large A’a levees line the walls, and on
occasion have partially peeled and curled
down (Figure 8). Eventually the cave
narrows and the levees join to form
a false floor. The upper level quickly
ends in a lava sump, but the lower level
continues past a narrow and very windy
spot to a point almost 50 meters beyond
the end of the upper level, where it closes
down. Before the end, a narrow crack in
the ceiling takes the air and allowed us
to see into a possible continuation of the
upper level. No cave is known between
the end of Cueva Grande and the upper
entrance of Cueva Pelona, making this
an especially intriguing lead.
Cueva Pelona and Cueva Redonda
are both located in the steepest and narrowest part of the flow. Both are sections
of a large, multilevel master tube over
10 meters wide and 20 meters high.
Cueva Pelona has two skylight entrances
(Figure 9), and the area between the
two presents evidence of continuous
and sustained activity which caused
thermal and/or mechanical erosion of
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Figure 9. Plan view of Cueva Pelona. The outcrop of the Cuernavaca Fm. behind a lava
lining is located between the two entrances.

Figure 10. Outcrop of the Cuernavaca Formation (below and to the right of the author’s
hand) on the wall of Cueva Pelona, covered by lava linings.

Figure 11. Plan map of Cueva Redonda. The entrance pitch of 25 meters was an open
skylight during activity, as evidenced by primary features on its walls.
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Figure 12. Plan map of Cueva de la Herradura, with a large main passage and upper
level braided tunnels branching from it.

the underlying lithology, made up of
volcaniclastic agglomerates belonging
to the Cuernavaca Formation, which
can be seen behind a collapsed lava
lining (Figure 10). Cueva Redonda is
entered through a skylight over 30 meters
deep, which was active during activity
as shown by levees surrounding the
20 meter wide pit. It gives access to a
short segment of tube which contains a
vampire bat colony (Obispo Morgado et
al., 2004; they incorrectly refer to it as
Cueva Pelona). A longer upper level can
be reached halfway down the entrance
pitch (Figure 11).
The lowermost caves (Herradura and
Naranjo Rojo, Figures 12 and 13), in
reduced slopes, also contain a master
tube of large dimensions, but are further
complicated by the presence of upper
level braided side passages which mark
the originally emplaced lava tubes, one
of which pirated the lava from the others
as it eroded a canyon tube downwards.
The superposed levels on the master
tube represent growth of successive
crusts as the lava flow gradually eroded
its floor.
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